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Abstract 

 
In present decade, object detection or image detection is the most essential for all kind of 

applications like security, Data analytics, Sale prediction system etc. Many researchers 

were contributing Image processing applications for our society. Initially, Video 

Surveillance mechanism is applied for security level application and very difficult to 

identify the video images into text classification. Human activity identification and 

monitoring has grown more feasible in recent years thanks to falling prices for high- 

quality video surveillance systems. As a result, automated systems have been created to 

perform a variety of detection duties, but the work of identifying unlawfully parked 

vehicles has generally been delegated to surveillance system operators. The most 

fascinating and difficult research topic over the past few years has been the identification 

of Indian automobiles by their license plates. It has been noted that number plates for 

automobiles vary in size, form, and colour throughout different nations. In this paper, we 

propose a novel framework for indentifying the objects into text classification with 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) techniques. We focus on input image, BGR to 

Gray, Binarization, Blur and segmentation parts and achieving 98.94 % accuracy of the 

selected images. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

 
1.1 Introduction 

 
The process of identifying automobiles by their license plates, known as license plate 

recognition or (LPR);it combines image processing, character segmentation, and 

recognition technology. This method does not call for the installation of additional 

hardware on automobiles because it just uses the license plate information for 

identification. Particularly in security and traffic control systems, LPR technology is 

steadily rising in prominence. Access control in buildings and parking lots, law 

enforcement, the detection of stolen vehicles, traffic management, automatic toll 

collection, and market research all regularly makes use of license plate recognition 

systems [9]. This exceptional arrangement of number plate recognizable proof catches a 

picture from a moving vehicle, looks for a number plate, and concentrates important 

alphanumeric with the guide of the optical person acknowledgment (OCR) component. It 

makes an interpretation of the characters into clear advanced text, which can be utilized 

for different applications, for example, forestalling vehicle robbery, mechanized cost 

charge assortment, traffic light, and so on. 

For license plate extraction, LPR apps use image processing and segmentation 

techniques, and each operation requires a significant amount of compute. Government 

standards incorporated into license plates can greatly minimize the amount of 

computation needed and increase accuracy. As the size, style, and orientation of the 

license plate text might fluctuate significantly between various photos, constraints use 

ranges of values rather than precise measurements [10].The quality of the algorithms 

used for license plate identification software and the quality of image technology, such as 

the camera and illumination, are the two main focuses of license plate recognition 

systems. 

The format of automobile license plates has undergone a lot of changes and is 

flexible going forward depending on national requirements. Also, each nation has its 
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unique set of number plate symbols. The number plate recognition system's numerous 

algorithms allow authorities to collect exact vehicle information. 

1.2 Object Recognition 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure1. Object Recognition 

 
Recognition is the process   that   assigns   a   label,   such   as,   “Plate”   to 

an object based on its descriptors. Optical character recognition, frequently shortened as 

OCR, is the mechanical or electronic change of pictures of composed, transcribed or 

printed text into machine-encoded text, whether from a checked record, a photograph of a 

report, a scene-photograph (for instance the text on signs and boards in a scene 

photograph) or from caption text superimposed on a picture (for instance from a 

transmission). It performs pre-processing, Line removal, Zone analysis, Character 

analysis, and image text mapping sections. 

II Literature Survey 

 
Chirag Patel et.al [1] had addressed various methods were involving in the Automatic 

Number Plate Recognition System. 
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Figure 2. Conventional Image capturing system 

 
Most of the number plate detection algorithms fall in morethan one category based on 

different techniques. Number plate can be removed by utilizing picture division 

technique. There are various picture division techniquesaccessible in different writings. 

In a large portion of the strategies picture binarization is utilized. A few creators utilize 

Otsu's technique for picture binarization to change over variety picture to dark scale 

picture. Some plate division calculations depend on varietydivision. 

G. L. Corneto et.al had discussed about the digital segmentation with OCR image 

processing. Their outcomes show that the computational expense andprecision rate 

considering the proposed approach are OKto ongoing applications, with an execution 

time under 1 second.The proposed strategy was approved utilizing two datasets (An 

andB). It was gotten more than 92% recognition accomplishment for dataset A, 88% in 

digit division for datasets An and B, and 95% digitsorder precision rate for dataset B [2]. 

Rahim Panahi and ImanGholampou were discussing the Support vector machine, 

Random Sampling Consensus (RANSAC). They have collected huge andhighly inclusive 

data sets  of Persian  license  plates  for evaluations,comparisons,  and  improvement  of 
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various involved algorithms. They contributed Plate detection, Plate segmentation, plate 

recognition 

III IMPLEMENTATION 

 
3.1 Convolutional Neural Networks 

 
Image classification is the most common way of dividing pictures into various classes in 

view of their highlights. A component could be the edges in a picture, the pixel power, 

the adjustment of pixel values, and some more.(CNN) is a class of profound learning 

brain organizations. In short consider CNN an AI calculation that can take in an 

information picture, dole out significance (learnable loads and predispositions) to 

different viewpoints/objects in the picture, and have the option to separate one from the 

other. It works the following ways 

1. Gray scale image as the Input layer 

2. Multi-class labels which are incorporated with output layer 

3. Hidden layers with ReLU function. 
 

 

 

Figure3. CNN Architecture 

 
Convolution: This is the most important phase during the time spent extricating 

significant highlights from a picture. A convolution layer has a few channels that play out 

the convolution activity. Each picture is considered as a network of pixel values. 
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ReLU layer: ReLU stands for the rectified linear unit. ReLU plays out a component wise 

activity and sets every one of the negative pixels to 0. It acquaints non-linearity with the 

organization, and the created yield is a redressed highlight map. The following is the 

diagram of a ReLU capability 

Pooling Layer: Pooling is the down-inspecting activity that lessens the dimensionality of 

the component map. The corrected component map presently goes through a pooling 

layer to create a pooled include map 

Flattening is used to convert all the resultant 2-Dimensional arrays from pooled feature 

maps into a single long continuous linear vector. 

3.2 Proposed Framework 
 

 
 

Figure4. Proposed framework 

 
Image Acquisition: The Camera images of RGB were fed into the Image acquisition 

section. 

 
It was captured as where: α is scale multiplied by cos angle, β is scale multipliedby sin 

angle. 

In Preprocessing, the caught pictures [7] of the tag should be exposed to different 

variations to guarantee exact recognition what's more, restriction of the district of 

interest. Different strategies for example, gray scale change, formal hat change, double 
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morphological, Otsu edge, and double picture projection were utilized for picture pre- 

processing in. Dark Scale Change is the change of the "RGB picture" into a"Dark scale 

picture" as displayed in condition 

 

 
Fig 4. Framework for Image extraction 

In this scenario, capturing the images from the video content and it will be processed as 

images. This is the crucial task for the text identification in OCR levels. We collected the 

input from the data repositories and train the datasets. We implemented using python 

modules to convert the frames. Here feature extraction will be performed and noise 

removal, binarization will have been performed. 

 

Figure 6. RGB to Gray scale Images 

 
Binarization is the most common way of changing over a picture into a picture 

with two pixels esteem just for examplecontaining white and dark pixels. Performing 

binarization process prior to distinguishing and extricating tagfrom the picture will make 

the undertaking of recognizing tag simpler as edges will be all the more obviously in 

parallel picture. In the segmentation part, basic step that lead to the examination of the 

handled picture information [8]. To separate and broke down the item trademark, the 
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interaction need to segment the picture into various parts that will have areas of strength 

for a with the articles. 

Here first we resize the plate picture to fix size as 100*200 and afterward apply 

the versatile thresholding channel to improve a region of the plate before division. The 

versatile thresholding is utilized to isolate dull closer view from light foundation with 

non-uniform brightening. After the thresholding, we register a level and vertical 

projection of the number plate. We utilize this projection to decide level limits between 

sectioned characters. These limits relate to tops in the chart of the flat projection. The 

division calculation is to find high pinnacles, which compare to the spaces between 

characters.The objective of the division calculation is to find high pinnacles, which 

compare to the spaces between characters 

 

M H 1 9 A L 8 4 7 0 
 

 
IV RESULT & DISCUSSION 

 
In this scenario, we have tested with Support Vector Machine (SVM), Decision Tree, 

Random forest classifier and RESTNET (CNN) [4] was implemented with the procedures 

of Feature extraction and classification. It can be processed with several levels like 

capturing, converting images, Gray scale formation, segmentation and so on. CNN 

identification is carried out on the result data from preprocessing, which consists of 

letters and numbers measuring 52x52 pixels. Identification using a device with Intel Core 

i5 9300H specifications, NVIDIA, 8GB RAM. 

RESNET 18: 

 
ResNet-18 is a convolutional brain network that is 18 layers profound. It can stack a pre 

trained rendition of the organization prepared on in excess of 1,000,000 pictures from the 

Image Net data set. The pre trained organization can order pictures into 1000 article 
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classifications, like console, mouse, pencil, and numerous creatures. Subsequently, the 

organization has learned rich component portrayals for many pictures [5] 

• Dataset dealing with by acquiring the Dataset class 

• A technique called get_model to start up the exchange model and change the 

completion associations with get our ideal result (this likewise incorporates the 

misfortune capability and enhancers characterized) 

• The meanings of the batch_losses and correct nesses 

• get_data technique to get the information, and add it to data loader to get the 

clumped information in a rearranged way 

• Estimation of misfortunes and correct nesses over every age and imagining it [6] 

 
ALGORITHM: 

 
1. Importing Tensorflow, Matplot, 

2. Detect_image (plate) 

3. Image_read(“format”) 

4. Find_counters(images, dimensions – lower length, width; upper length-width) 

5. Segment (characters) 

 
 

6. Looping initialize to n 

7. Validation_generator=train_data_generator 

8. Find the images with classes (Eg. 836 to 36) 

Comparison Metrics 
 
 

Sl.No Name of the Algorithm Accuracy (%) 

1. SVM 94.6 

2. Decision Tree 93.1 

3. Double – Edge Detection 95.7 

4. RESNET 18 CNN 98.94 

Table1. Comparison metrics 
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Figure 7. Accuracy comparison 
 

 

 
 

Figure8. Implementation Chart 

CONCLUSION: 

In this paper, we propose two principal upgrades of the customary tag acknowledgment 

in transport organization. At the tag area, we utilize the strategy that blend of SVM 

calculation and customary situating calculation to screen out the tiles probably going to 
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contain tags, which enormously diminishes the likelihood of situating of the tag blunder. 

Simultaneously, in the person acknowledgment, we propose to utilize the CNN model 

with RESTNET 18 to straightforwardly distinguish the entire tag, and keep away from 

the acknowledgment mistake brought about by the division. Tests show the strategy for 

this paper that impact is self-evident and achieved 98.94 % accuracy. 
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